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A knowledge graph (aka knowledge base) is a collection of facts which reflect relationships
between entities. Several large-scale knowledge graphs, including Freebase, DBPedia and
YAGO, have been created in the past 20+ years. Although they have been successfully used
in question answering, entity recognition, and recommender systems, these knowledge graphs
have not been widely applied to text analytics using the latest machine learning algorithms as
the entities and their relations are symbolic and they need to be effectively encoded. The most
recent research around this involves knowledge graph embedding, which maps the entities and
their relations into vector spaces [Mikolov et al., 2013, Wang et al., 2015].

Well-known knowledge graphs contain large volume of facts (e.g, DBPedia contains more
than 3 billion triples and 4.58 million entities). However, these graphs are far from comprehen-
sive, because there are missing relations between entities in those knowledge graphs. Existing
rule based systems cannot generalize well to infer new facts if knowledge graphs contain am-
biguous and uncertain information. Recent effort in knowledge graph completion attempted to
predict missing links or relations between entities via machine learning. The machine learning
based approaches require mapping entities and their relations into vector spaces; this is called
knowledge graph embedding [Hu et al., 2016]. Learning effective knowledge graph embeddings
is key to accurately predicting new facts for knowledge graph completion and also to other
text analytics [Wang et al., 2017].

From time to time, new facts emerge from rapidly growing unstructured documents. For
example, when a new “007” film is released, can a machine automatically extract the facts
regarding information about who starred in it from the synopsis, without human interaction?
Can we combine the new facts with the existing facts for predicting new relations? Identi-
fying and extracting new facts from unstructured texts is very important but not trivial for
knowledge graph completion [Trisedya et al., 2019].

Please feel free to contact Dr Zhiwei Lin (z.lin@qub.ac.uk) before you make
your application.
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